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When Victoria’s energy market opened to full retail competition in the early-2000s, few predicted that nearly two
decades later, 77 per cent of electricity customers and 85 per cent of gas customers in the state would still prefer a
large retailer. Why does this large retailer preference persist?
In terms of alternatives to the large energy retailers, Victoria’s residential electricity market has welcomed many new
electricity retailers over the last decade, pushing the market share of large retailers down. However, economists have
pointed out since the 1960s that competition is not the sole driver of customer outcomes (Stigler 1961, Stiglitz 1979,
and Burdett and Judd 1983).
It has been widely recognised that retail competition can be enhanced if customers actively search for better energy
deals (Varian 1980, Salop and Stiglitz 1977), leading many regulators to add measures of customer engagement to
their competition assessments (AER 2007-2021 and AEMC 2014-2020), such as customer switching rates. However,
the variability in customer switching rates is difficult to explain, and a customer’s decision to switch retailer does not
always lead to the lowest possible price. For example, academic economists point to customer characteristics and
preferences as substantial drivers of outcomes (Chen and Zhang 2011 and Stahl 1996). Therefore, it may be logical
that customers choose large retailers when balancing price, their own experiences of the market, convenience, and
the perceived risk of choosing an unknown retailer.
To address this question, we use a range of Victorian data that captures both energy retailer and consumer behaviour.
Specifically, we analyse energy retailers’ offer prices, customer switching data, and other retailer reported metrics.
Comparing median offers over time we establish that large retailers have tended to be more expensive. We combine
this finding with data that shows a majority of large retailer customers are not on their retailer’s ‘best offer’. To
further establish the customer preference for large retailers, we contrast observed higher prices with switching data
to show that large retailers have a higher retention rate than medium or small retailers. We also show that for
customers who do switch, a majority end up at a large retailer, whether they came from a small, medium or large
retailer.
We provide several potential explanations for customers’ large retailer preference. Some customers may incorrectly
believe the lights will go out with a smaller retailer, also known as a supply risk. The customer service quality of large
retailers may also be perceived as more certain. Some customers may prefer the convenience options that some large
retailers offer, such as providing papers bills. Customers may value the convenience of bundling services, such as
electricity and gas. Finally, economists have developed explanations linking the difficulty in engaging with the market
with choosing a large (prominent) brand. For example, markets with complex pricing can lead to consumer confusion,
and confused consumers tend to favour prominent brands (Chivoveanu 2019).
While consumers state in surveys that price is the most important factor when switching, large energy retailer offers
are generally more costly than those offered by small and medium retailers. In addition, most large retailer customers
are not on their current retailer’s ‘best offer’. Despite facing more costly offers, large retailer customers are more
loyal, with substantially higher customer retention rates than either small or medium retailers. When customers do
switch, most large retailer customers move to another large retailer, despite the lower prices offered by small and
medium retailers.
We conclude that, while there does appear to be the right conditions for competition, there is a long-standing
preference for large retailers. Going forward, actions that help increase customers’ confidence and trust across all
energy offer options will support access to the most competitive energy prices in the market.
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